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Structural
Inefficiency
Trade

Most MBS securitizations contain a call right that is vested with the
servicer of the bonds. Imagine a pool of 4,000 30-year mortgages.
By the time year 29 comes around, there may be less than 50
mortgages remaining. So the servicer is not stuck collecting from
50 mortgagees and applying those payments to various bonds,
the call right allows the servicer to call the outstanding bonds
and possibly re-securitize the remaining mortgages with other
mortgages from other trusts that may have also been called.
Typically, these call rights trigger when there is less than 5% to 10%
of the original principal value of the trust remaining.
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Outcome 2 (Asymmetric
Upside Potential)
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Structural Inefficiency Trade

PROCESS

The aggregate return on the trade
was a +97.9% from purchase in
October 2019 to the bond being
called in November 2019.

OUTCOME
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ESM studies the patterns of servicers calling bonds, and,
based on the patterns, creates a watch list of bonds it
believes are likely to be called by a servicer soon.
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Understanding the Role of the Mortgage Servicer
The primary role of the servicer of these bonds is to collect the monthly mortgage payments of
the mortgages underlying the bonds and to pay out the proceeds to the various bondholders
in the trust. While not the only source for the special situations, the servicer’s misapplication
of the payment “waterfall” is a primary place where ESM finds such opportunities.

ABOUT ESM

ESM Management LLC is sub-advisor to an event-driven,
non-agency RMBS strategy at Rational Funds. ESM focuses on
seasoned, senior, floating rate mortgage bonds, which offer
better risk-adjusted returns than corporate bonds and other fixed
income investments. This focus also reduces the two primary
traditional risks associated with fixed income: credit and interestrate risk.
Seasoned (legacy) mortgage bonds tend to be superior to newly
issued bonds because the mortgages backing these bonds have:
• a proven payment history spanning the last financial crisis
through today; and,
• higher home equity meaning a lower likelihood of default.
Within this space, ESM focuses on special situations. These
opportunities offer asymmetric upside return potential, meaning
that successful actions lead to positive performance, while
unsuccessful actions result in baseline asset class returns. Special
situations trades could include cases where bonds are being
serviced incorrectly or cases where there are unusual features of
the bond that the market has failed to value properly.
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working in finance since
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through 2008, Dr. Meyer
worked at Susquehanna
International Group.

Important Risk Considerations

The material provided herein has been provided by Rational Advisors, Inc and is for informational purposes only. Rational Advisors, Inc. serves as investment adviser to one or more Rational mutual funds
distributed through Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Northern Lights Distributors,
LLC and Rational Advisors and Rational mutual funds are not affiliated entities. Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Rational Funds. This and other
important information about the Fund is contained in the prospectus, which can be obtained by calling
(800) 253-0412 or at www.rationalmf.com. The prospectus should be read carefully before investing.
There is no guarantee that investment in any program or strategy discussed herein will be profitable will not
incur loss. Security values may fluctuate, causing the price of such security to rise or fall and, as a result, investors may receive back less than originally invested. This material does not constitute any representation as to
the suitability or appropriateness of any security, financial product, or instrument. Investments in alternative
securities by themselves or within a Mutual Fund may not be suitable for all investors. The trade outcome example above is for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered indicative of future performance of
any strategy account or Fund.
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